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Let D be a finite-dimensional division algebra with center F and let B be a valua- 
tion ring of D, i.e., xe B or x -~ E B holds for all nonzero x in D. Then B is called 
an extension of I" = Fn  B. Let .~ be the set of all extensions of V to D and let P(B) 
be the group of all bijections of .~ which are induced by the inner automorphisms 
of D. in this note we investigate P(B). It is shown that P(B) is solvable and an 
upper bound for IP(B)I is given. Finally, Theorem4.5 gives a necessary and 
suMcient condition for B such that IP(B)I is equal to this bound. ~ 1992 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let D be a division algebra f inite-dimensional over its center F and let 
I~" be a valuation ring of F. A subring B of D is called a valuation ring of 
D if x or x - I  is contained in B for every nonzero x in D and B is called 
an extension of V if V= Fn  B. If .~ denotes the set of all extens ionsof  V
then each inner automorphism of D induces a bijection of .~ since 
dBd - t  ~ for all Be~ and deD,  d#O. Let P(B) be the group o fa l l  bijec- 
tions of .~ which are induced by inner automorphisms of D. Then, P(B) is 
called the permutat ion group of B and P(B) acts transitively on .~ by [BG,  
Theorem 2-1. In this note we investigate P(B) by considering certain chains 
B = BI c B2 c . . .  c B, c B,,+ i = D of overrings of B in D. It is proved that 
Ie(B)l<~(kl/k2) k" . . . . .  (k , _ l / k , )  k" where k; denotes the number of 
extensions of Vi=FnB~ to D. Furthermore,  P(B) is solvable. Finally, 
a necessary and sufficient condit ion for B is given to satisfy IP(B)I = 
(k~/kz) k2 . . . . .  (k,_ ~/k,) ~". This criterion can be applied to a special class 
of valuat ion rings constructed in FBG, Sect. 4"1. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let D be a division algebra f inite-dimensional over its center F and let 
B be a valuation ring of D. Then B is a local ring, i.e., the Jacobson radical 
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J(B) of B is the only maximal ideal of B. The overrings of B in D are 
totally ordered by inclusion and each overring B' is also a valuation ring 
where J(B') ~ J(B) is a completely prime ideal of B. On the other side, if 
P is a completely prime ideal of B then there exists exactly one overring B' 
of B such that J(B') = P. 
The center V= Fn  B of a valuation ring B is a valuation ring of F and 
B is an extension of I/. For each overring I/' of V in F there exists exactly 
one overring B' of B such that I '=  FraB'  and B' can be obtained by 
B'= V'.B. Now, B is called invariant if and only if dBd- t= B for all 
nonzero d in D and B is invariant if and ohly if B is integral over V. 
Before stating the first important result concerning valuation rings of 
finite-dimensional division algebras we introduce the following notation: If 
R is any ring then Z(R) denotes the center of R. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let B be a nonhwariant vahtation rh~g of  D with center 
V=FnB.  
(i) There exists an hwariant overrhlg B' of  B, B' # D. 
Let B' be the mhahnal hwariant overrhlg of  B h~ D with center V' = F n B'. 
(ii) F'/J(V') is a proper subfield of Z(B'/J(B')). 
(iii) Z(B'/ J(B'))  is a normal extensioh of  V'/J(I/') and each V'/J(V')- 
ataomorphism of Z(B'/ J(B'))  is hMuced b), an hmer atttomorphism of  D. 
This theorem as well as the next is proved in [BG, Lemma 4, Lemma 5, 
Theorem 2,l. 
TtlEOREM 2.2. Let B, B' be vahtation rhtgs of  D havhzg the same center 
V = Fra B = Fn  B'. Then, B and B' are conjugate, i.e., B' = dBd- 1 for some 
nonzero d hl D. 
Finally, we introduce the value group of a valuation ring B of D. At first, 
a B-subbimodule of D is called a two-sided ideal of B and the two-sided 
ideals of B are totally ordered by inclusion. Furthermore, a two-sided ideal 
I is called invertible if I J  = J I=  B for some two-sided ideal J of B and the 
set FB of all invertible two-sided ideals is an ordered group. I" B is called the 
value group of B and it is easily checked that a two-sided ideal I is inver- 
tible if and only if there exists a nonzero d in D such that I = riB = Bd and 
this shows that our definition is equivalent to Wadsworth's given in IW2-I 
but is different from the definition given in [Ma]  (cf. I-G2, Theorem 3.4-1). 
Let Fv  be the value group of V=FnB.  Then F V can be identified with its 
image in Fa under the canonical inclusion, i.e., F~. is a subgroup of the 
ordered group Fa. Since Fv is a subgroup of the center of FB, the group 
FB (and therefore FB/F~.) is abelian by [FB : Fv,l -%< [D : F]  < oo. 
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3. THE RESIDUE RING 
In [JW~ Proposition 1.7] the following result is proved. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let B be an hwariant vahtation rhlg of D with center 
V= Fc~B. Then, Z(B/J(B)) is a normal extension of V/J(V) and each 
V/J( V)-automorphism of Z(B/J(B)) is hi&iced by an hmer atttomorphism 
of D. 
In this section we show that the statement above is also valid if B is 
noninvariant. Before proving this we need two well-known results. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let F~K~_L  be commutative fields such that K is a 
finite normal extension of F and L is a finite normal extension of K. Then 
L is a finite normal extension of F if each a ~ GaI(K/F) has an extension 
a' 6 GaI(L]F), i.e., a'l x = a, and hl this ease Gal(L/F) = {a'~ [a ~ Gal(K/F) 
and r ~ GaI(L/K)}. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let F~_K be commutative felds such that K is 
a normal extension of F and let B be a vahtation rbtg of K extending 
V=BnF.  Then, B/J(B) is a normal extension of V/J(V) and each 
6 ~ GaI((B/J(B))/(V/J(V))) is induced by some tr E Gal(K/F) such that 
a(B)  = B. 
The proof of Proposition 3.2 is straightforward and Proposition 3.3 is 
proved in [E, 14.5 Theorem, 19.6. Theorem]. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let D be a finite-dintensional division algebra with center 
F and let B be a valuation rhlg of D with center V= Fn  B. 
(i) Z(B/J(B)) is a norntal extension of V/J(V). 
(ii) Each (V/J(V))-automorphism of Z(B/J(B)) is hzduced by an hmer 
autonzorphisnl ia of D satisfyhlg id(B) = dBd- l = B. 
Proof We prove the theorem by induction on n = I-D : F]. Let n > 1. 
By Proposition 3.1 we can assume that B is not invariant. Let B' be the 
minimal invariant valuation ring of D containing B, V' = Fn  B', and let Z 
be the center of B'/J(B'). By Theorem 2.1 we know that [B'/J(B') : Z]  < 
[O : F]. Furthermore B/J(B) ~- (B/J(B'))/(J(B)/J(B')) and V/J(V) ~- 
(V/J(V'))/( J(V)/J(V')) with respect o the canonical isomorphisms. By the 
induction hypothesis, Z((B/J(B'))/(J(B)]J(B'))) is a normal extension of 
(Zn  (B/ J (B ' ) ) ) / (Zn (J(B)/J(B'))) and each automorphism a of the corre- 
sponding Galois group is induced by an inner automorphism i a of B'/J(B') 
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which maps B/J(B') onto B/J(B'). Thus a is induced by an inner auto- 
morphism id of D which maps B onto B. With respect o Proposition 3.2 
it remains to show 
(a) (Zc~(B/J(B')))/(Zn(J(B)/ J(B')))  is a normal "extension of 
( v/J( v'))/(J( v)/J(v')), 
(b) each a of the corresponding Galois group is induced by an inner 
automorphism i a of D which maps B onto B. 
Clearly, Proposition 3.3 and Theorem 2.1 imply (a). Let a be as in (b). By 
Proposition 3.3 and Theorem 2.1, a is induced by an inner automorphism 
ia of D which maps B' onto B' such that Zn(B/ J (B ' ) )=Zc~ 
(dBd-l]J(B')). Finally, there exists a unit q of B' such that qdB(qd) -1 = B 
by Theorem 2.2. Since Z is the center of B']J(B') the inner automorphism 
iq induces in Z the identity. Thus, iqa induces a in (Zn(B/ J (B ' ) ) ) /  
(zc~ (J(~)/J(B'))). I 
COROLLARY 3.5. There exists a surjective group homonwrphisnl 
On: Fs/Fv-- ,  GaI(Z(B/J(B))/( V/J(V))) 
and GaI( Z( B/J( B ) )/( V/J( V) ) ) is abelian. 
These results can also be proved for a more general type of valuation 
rings (cf. I-W2, Theorem B]) but the proof given here for this type is direct 
and much shorter. 
4. INNER AUTOMORPHISMS ACTING ON VALUATION RINGS 
In this section let D be a finite-dimensional division algebra with center 
F and let B be a proper valuation ring of D with center V=Fc~B. Each 
nonzero d in D defines a bijection of ~ via 
pB(d): .~ --* 
R ~ dRd-  i, 
where .~ denotes the set of all extensions of V to D. Furthermore, 
P (B)= {pB(d)ld~D, d:~0} 
is called the permutation group of B. 
Let B' be an overring of B in D with center V' = Fc~ B'. Then 
lB. B': P(B) --* P(B') 
pB(d) ~--~ pn.(d) 
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is a well-defined group epimorphism and let P(B :B ' )  be the kernel of 
FB, B'" 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let B ~_ B' ~_ B" be vahtation rh~gs of D. 
P(B : B")/P(B : B') ~- P(B' : B"). 
Proof h: P(B : B" )~ P(B' : B"), pB(d)~--~pB,(d) is a well-defined group 
epimorphism, pB(d) lies in ker(h) if and only if pn,(d)=id. Thus 
ker(h) = P(B : B') since P(B : B') ~ P(B : B"). 1 ~ 
THEOREM 4.2. Let B ~ B' be vahtation rhlgs of D with centers V = F n B 
resp. V' = Fn  B' and let B/J(B') be htvariant in B'/J(B'). I f  V resp. V' has 
n resp. n' extensions to D then the followhzg hold. 
(i) n' is a divisor of n. 
(ii) P(B :B ' )  is (isontorphie to) a subgroup of I-I~:-i GIG z where G 
denotes the Galois group of Z(B']J(B')) over V'[J(V') and G z the decom- 
position group of (B/J(B')) c~ Z(B'/J(B')) over V'/J(V'). 
(iii) [P(B : B')] ~< (n/n')"'. 
(iv) P(B : B') is abelian. 
P roo f  Let B=BI ,  B 2 ..... Bk be all extensions of V to D which are 
contained in B'. 
(i) Since all extensions of V' are conjugate and each extension of V is 
contained in exactly one extension of V' we obtain n = kn'. 
(ii) For each ie{1 ..... k} there exists a nonzero d in D such that 
B = dBid- i .  Since B' and dB'd-1 contain B we conclude B '= dB'd-~, i.e., 
there exists an automorphism a of B'/J(B') such that a(Bi/J(B')) = B/J(B'). 
Thus, B~/J(B') is invariant in B'/J(B') and Bg/J(B') is uniquely determined 
by its center Bi/J(B')c~ Z(B'/J(B')). 
Now, let pn(d) be in P(B:B') .  Then, pn(d) acts on the set of all 
extensions of V/J(V') to Z(B'/J(B')) like an automorphism aeG.  
Since G is abelian this action is equal to the action of alt for each it E G z 
(cf. [E, 14.1]). Thus, pn(d)~--~aG z induces a group homomorphism 
h: P( B : B') ~ GIG z. 
Now, let B'=B'~,B': ..... B',, be all extensions of V' to D and let 
B=RI ,  Rz ..... R,, be extensions of V to D such that Ri~B~ ( i= I ..... n'). 
Furthermore,'let G~ be the Galois group of Z(B'g/J(B~)) over V'/J(V') and 
G z the decomposition group of (Ri/J(B;))c~ Z(B~/J(B;)) over V'/J(V'). We 
obtain group homomorphisms 
It,: P(B : B') ~ GffG z ( i= 1 ..... n') 
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and a (canonical) group homomorphism h: P(B : B') ~ "" G~/G z:where I - I i= I 
Gt/GZ~-G/G z and IG~/GZl=k. Finally, if pB(d) lies in ker(h) then 
h~(pB(d)) = G z follows for all i = 1 ..... n', i.e., pB(d) = id. 
Parts (iii) and (iv) follow obviously. II 
Remark. The proof of Theorem 4.2 also shows that P(B :B ' )~G/G z 
and IP(B: B')I =n  i fn '=  1, i.e., B' is invariant. 
Let B be a valuation ring of D, B :~ D. There exist natural numbers 
kl >k2> --- >7~-,, = 1 
having the following properties: 
(i) If ll"is an overring of Vin Fhaving k extensions to D then k=k~ 
for some i~ { 1 ..... n }. 
(ii) For each i~ {1 ..... n} there exists an overring IV of V in Fsuch 
that IV has exactly k; extensions to D. 
Now, let 
B=BI~B2~ ... cB ,~B,+I=D (*) 
be a chain of valuation rings of D with cehters V/= Fc~ Bg such that If",. has 
exactly k~ extensions to D. Then, we call (*) an overring chain of B. 
TIIEOREM 4.3. tVith the notations as above the followbtg hold. 
(i) k~ is a divisor o fk i_  l ( i=2 ..... n). 
(ii) {M}=P(B~:B~)cP(B~:B2)c . . . cP (B~:B , )=P(B~)  is a 
normal series of P(B) with abelian factors. 
(iii) IP(B)l<~b(kl .... k,)  whereb(kl k ~_r - l , - I  . . . . . . .  , -11~=~ (k , /k ;+~)  ~'''- 
Proof Let iE {2 ..... n} and let B~_ ~ = R~, R2 ..... Rt be all extensions of 
V~_n to D which are contained in B~. Clearly, 1>/2 by construction. Each 
valuation ring IV of F satisfying V~_ ~ ~_ tV_ V~ has exactly one extension 
to D which is contained in B i or exactly 1 extensions which are contained 
in Bi. Thus, if B~ is the minimal overring of B containing all B,._~= 
Rl, R2 ..... Rt then V~= Fn  B~ is the minimal overring of V having exactly 
k~ extensions to D. 
We .show that B~_ n/J(B~) is invariant in B~/J(B~). Assume the opposite. 
By Theorem 2.1 there exists an overring R of B~_~ such that RcB~ and 
R/J(B~) contains all extensions of (B i_ l/J(B'l) ) n Z(B~/J(B~)) to B~/J(B'~). 
Since ther~ is more than one extension, IV= Fc~ R ~ V't has less than k;_ 
and therefore xactly k~ extensions to D--a contradiction. 
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Clearly, P(B~_ 1 : B~)=P(Bi_~ : B~) and P(B; : B~+ ~)~-P(B~ : B~+ ~) by 
P(B~ : B~) = {/d} and Proposit ion 4.1. 
Altogether we have proved we can assume that Bi/J(Bi+t) is invariant 
in B~+ ~/J(Bi+ 1) for all i=  I ..... n - 1. 
Finally, (i) follows by Theorem 4.2 and (ii), (iii) follow by Theorem 4.2 
and P(B I : B~+~)/P(BI :Bi)~-P(B~:B~+I). |
COROLLARY 4.4. P(B) is solvable. 
This corollary can also be obtained by considering the chain B= 
BI ~ B2 c . . .  = B,,, = B,,,+ i = D where B~/J(Bi+ I) is the minimal invariant 
overring of B/J(Bi+I) in Bi+l/J(Bi+l) ( i=  1 ..... m). 
The proof  of Theorem 4.3 shows that B has an overring chain 
B=B~=B2~. . .=B,=B,+I=D such that each V~=Fc~B~ is the 
minimal overring of V in F having ki extensions to D and B~/J(B~+~) is 
invariant in B~+ l[J(Bi+ 1) (el. [W2, p. 307 and Theorem G]) .  This chain is 
uniquely determined and is called the minimal overring chain. 
By Theorem 4.3, b(kl .... , k,)  is an upper bound of IP(B)I. But an upper 
bound of IP(B)I can also be given if only the number k~ of all extensions 
of V is known. In this case, all chains k~ = k i > k2 > --- > k"  = 1 of natural 
numbers have to be considered where k~ is a divisor of k'~_ l and the maxi- 
. t  mum of all numbers b(k'l ..... km) is an upper bodnd of IP(B)I. Sometimes, 
more can be said if V has finite rank r since n ~< r. For  example, let V have 
12 extensions to  D then IP(B)I ~< 1536 and IP(B)I ~< 384 if V has rank 3. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let B # D be a vahtation rhlg o lD  with center V = F n B 
and let B= B~ c B 2 ~ ... c B, ~ B,+ 1 = D be the mhtimal overring chain of 
B. I f  ki denotes the number of extensions of V i = Fc~ B i then the followhlg 
statements are equivalent: 
(i) IP(B)l - -b(k,  ..... k,). 
(ii) The extensions of V/J(VI) to Z(Bj/J(Bi)) are h:dependent for all 
i= 1, ..., n. 
Proof We prove (i)=:-(ii) by induction on n where the case n= 1 is 
trivial. Let n > 1. IP(B)I = IP(BI : B,,)I = ]P(BI : B2)I 9 IP(B2 : B,,)I ~< 
(k,/k2)*'. (k2/k3) ~' . . . . .  (k._ I/k.)*" = b(kl ..... k.). Thus, IP(B, : B2)] = 
(kl/kz) k2 and [P(B2 : B,) [ = b(k2 ..... kn). Clearly, the extensions of VI/J(V2) 
to Z(B2]J(B2)) are independent by definition of B 1 =B2.  Thus, let i>2 ,  
Z=Z(Bi[J(B~)), and let tVl ..... It", be all extensions of V2]J(Vi) to Z. 
Since V~_~]J(V~) has more than one extension to Z we obtain t> 1. Now, 
let s be the number of extensions of V~]J(V~) to Z which are contained in 
IVj ( j= 1 ..... t). We assume that the extensions of VI/J(V~) to Z are not 
independent. Since the extensions of V2/J(t";) to Z are independent by the 
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induction hypothesis we conclude s> I. Now, IP(B l :B2)l=(/~l/kz) k' 
shows the following for all j=  1 ..... t (see the proof of Theorem 4.2.): There 
exist al .... , asE Gal(Z/(VI/J(VI))) such that 
(1) a~(IVr)= IV, ..... as(IV,)= II p, for all r=  1 ..... t. 
(2) al ..... as act on the set of all extensions of VI/J(Vi) to Z which 
are contained in W,, r :/:j, like the identity mapping. 
(3) al ..... a, act on the set of all extensions of V~/J(I/i) to Z which 
are contained in ll~ in different ways. 
Furthermore, there exist t automorphisms of GaI(Z/(Vi/J(V~))) which act 
on {IV1 .... , W,} in different ways. Thus, there are ts' automorphisms of 
GaI(Z/(Vi/J(V~))) which act on the set of all extensions of VffJ(V~) to Z 
in different ways. Thus, we obtain ts'<<.st since GaI(Z/(V~/J(Vi))) is 
abelian--a contradiction. 
( i i )~( i ) .  We prove this part by induction on n. n>l .  Let B , _~= 
R~, R2 ..... Rk._, be all extensions of V,_~ to D. By construction, Rt/ J (B,)  
and Rj/ J (B,)  are comaximal for i~ j .  Furthermore, let S~ be an extension 
of V to D such that S ;~R; ( i=2 ..... k , _ l )andS l=B.  
First of all, we assume that 
kn-I  kn-I  
IP(B:B,_,)[>~ I-I IP(S,/J(B;,))I= I-I IP(B/J(B,))I ( t )  
i= l  i= l  
is proved. Then, we need 
Let T, T' be valuation rings of D such that T, T' ~_ B._  i 
and let Z be the center of BJ J(B~). If V_  Tc~F= T ' r~F  
then (T/J(B,,)) c~ Z -- (T ' / J (B.) )  c~ Z. ( t t )  
This follows immediately by (ii) since (B . _~f l (B . ) )c~Z contains 
(T/ J(B.))  n Z and (T'/J(B,,)) n Z. Now, (1"1") implies that 
BI / J (B . )  ~ . . .  ~ B ._ , / J (B . )  ~ B . / J (B . )  
is a minimal overring chain of B/J(B,). Furthermore, this chain satisfies (ii) 
and we can apply the induction hypothesis, i.e., 
IP( B/J( B,) )I = b(k l ]k ,_  i ..... k,,_ ,]k,,_ , ) = b(k, , ..., k,,_ i) '/k"-' 
by (tt). Together with (t) we obtain IP(B: B,_I)I >~b(kl .... , k . _ l )  and 
finally. IP(Bn_ i : B,,)I =k ,_  i provides [P(B : B,,)I >~k,,_ ib(kl ..... kn_l), i.e., 
IP(B)[ = [P(B: B,)[ >~b(kl ..... k ,)  since k,,= 1, i.e., [P(B)I =b(kl  ..... k,). 
Now, we prove (t)- 
Let a/b.e a unit of B n (j = i ..... kn- ~ ). Then, i,,j induces an automorphism 
of RffJ(R/) ( j=  1 .... , k , _  i). We prove that there exists a unit a of B,, such 
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that the following holds for each j = 1, ..., k ,_  i: i,,j and i~ induce the same 
automorphism of RJJ(Rj). If this is shown (t) is proved. Since Ri/J(B,,), 
RJ J(B,)  are comaximal for i r  there exists an a in B, such that 
a =_ aj mod aJ (  Rj) for j = l ..... k~_ l 
by the approximation theorem (cf. [GI ,  4.1]), i.e., a=aj(1 +mj) for some 
mjin J(Rj). | 
COROLLARY 4.6. IVith the notations as above lhe followhzg holds: I f  all 
extensions of Vi/J ( Vi+ l) to Z(B i+ 1/J(B, § l)) have residue class degree qual 
to 1 for each i t  { 1 .... , n} then ]P(B)] = b(kl ..... k,,). 
Proof Let Zi+I=Z(Bi+~/J(Bi+~)) for all i e{ l  ..... n}. Now, if all 
extensions of Fi/J (Vi+I) to Z,.+~ have residue class degree equal to 1 then 
V/J(V~+I) cannot have more than one extension to Z~+I which is 
contained in (B~/J(Bi+~))c~Zi+I. Since all extensions of Vi/J(V~+~) tO 
Z;+~ are comaximal by construction all extensions of l"/J(l"~+ l) to Zg+ i
are independent. II 
5. EXAMPLES 
In this section we give two examples. The first example shows that 
IP(B)I <b(kl ..... kn) may happen. The second example is introduced in 
[BG, Sect. 4] and it provides a general construction of valuation rings. We 
show that these valuation rings satisfy IP(B)I = b(k~ ..... k,). 
I. Let K=Q(x)  where x is an indeterminate over Q and let 
L=K(i ,  fl) where i2= _1 and f lZ=x+4. L is a Galois extension of K, 
[L :K ]=4,  and Gal (L /K )=( t r )x ( l l )  where a( i )=- i ,  a(f l )=fl ,  and 
It(i)=i, I t ( f l )=- f l .  Let R2 be a valuation ring of L such that 
tV2 = R2 n (Q(i))(x) belongs to the x-adic valuation of (Q(i))(x) and IV2 
has 2 extensions to L. Furthermore, R2/J(R2)~ Q(i) and let S be a valua- 
tion ring of Q(i) such that Sc~ Q belongs to the 5-adic valuation of Q, i.e., 
SnQ has 2 extensions to Q(i). Finally, let R~ be a valuation ring of L such 
that R~ cR2 and RI/ J (R2)=S. Then, R~ c~K has 4 extensions to L. Now, 
let F= {tql q = z + z'.v/2; z, z' e Z } be a multiplicatively written group and 
let D = L(F) be the formal power series field with 
t: + :"./id= a: . lt-" (d)t : + "-''d5 
defining the multiplication. D is a finite-dimensional division algebra 
with center F-~Q(x)(F') where F '={t2q lq=z+z 'x /2 ;  z , z 'eZ} .  By 
[S, pp. 302-303], B3= {~~.dqtqldqr is an invariant valuation 
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ring of D such that B3/ J (B~)~ L. There exist valuation rings B~ c B2 such 
that BI c B2 c B3 c D and Bi/J(B3) ~ R~, i = 1, 2. Finally, B l = B2 c B~ c 
B4= D is a minimal chain of overrings of Bt such that k t =4,  k 2 = 2, and 
ks= 1. By construction, I P (Bt ) [=4<b(4 ,2 ,  I )=8.  
II. We consider tile example introduced in [BG, Sect. 4] and use 
the same notations. O = (K(at)/K, at, x2) |  ~."" | r (K(an_ I)/K, a , _  1, x , )  
is a division algebra finite-dimensional over its center Z(D)=K= 
L(xt .... ,xn)  where L is a commutative field and x l,...,x,, are indeter- 
minates over L. There exists a chain B't ~B '2c . . .  ~ B' ,~B',+ l =D of 
valuation rings with centers Bi= Kn  B~ such that the following hold 
(cf. [BG, Sect. 4]): 
(i) Z(B J J (B ; ) )~-L (x l  ..... Xt_ l ) (a ,_ l )  for 1 <i~<n. 
(ii) B,/ J(B~)~-L(xt ..... x~_~) for 1 ~<i~<n. 
(iii) B~_ i/J(B~) is the valuation ring of L(x  I .... , x i _ l )  belonging to 
the x i_  i -ad ic  va luat ion of  L(x t  ..... x i -  t) for 2 ~< i<~n + 1. 
Let ri_ t denote the number of extensions of B~_ i / J (ae)  to Z(B;/J(B;)). 
To simplify things we assume r~ > l, i.e., B'~ ~ B'2 ~ ... ~ B', ~ B',+ t = D is 
a minimal overring chain of B'v By construction, the extensions of 
Bi_ l/ J(Bi) to Z(B;/J(B~)) have residue class degree equal to 1 and we can 
apply Corollary4.6. Thus IP(B'l)[=b(lq', .... k , )  where k i=r l . r i+ l . . . . .  
r,,_ t for i < n and k,, = I. 
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